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Functional Needs Focused Care and Shelter Checklist
Created by June Isaacson Kailes, Disability Policy Consultant
April 2009, Version 3

Introduction
Layout / Set Up
• Bathrooms
• Signs
• Power
• Access (drop off areas,
parking, bathroom, routes)
• Sleeping Areas
• Privacy Areas
Registration / Assessment
• Line Management
• Priority Access
• Initial Intake Assessment
Tool

Independence and Health Issues
• Medications
• Durable Medical Equipment
(DME)
• Consumable Medical
Supplies CMS)
• Check for Barriers
Frequently
Communication Access
 Multiple Methods
• Post
• Announce
• Phones
• Readers
• Captions
• Interpreters
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Introduction
This checklist is for individuals (including city employees, Disaster Service Workers and other shelter workers) who have responsibility
for providing care and shelter during an incident.
*For guidance regarding the specific dimensions of accessible routes, passenger loading zones, parking, entrances, restrooms, bathing
areas, etc. (See ADA Best Practices Tool Kit for State and Local Governments, in the reference section of this document) for example:
•

Each accessible sleeping area needs to be on an accessible route connecting it to other activity areas in the shelter, including
toilet rooms and bathing areas. An accessible route with adequate circulation and maneuvering space provides access to each
cot in the sleeping areas for people who use crutches, scooters, walkers and wheelchairs.

•

Accessible portable toilets should have similar features to a standard accessible toilet stall including an accessible door, side and
rear grab bar, clear space next to the toilet, and maneuvering space.

•

An accessible route is at least 36 inches wide and may narrow briefly to 32 inches wide where the route passes through doors or
next to furniture and building elements. High thresholds, abrupt level changes, steps, or steep running or cross slopes cannot be
part of an accessible route. Ramps, when used, cannot be steeper than 1:12. Ramps with a vertical rise of more than 6 inches
must have handrails on both sides. Ramps must also have edge protection to stop wheelchairs from falling off the sides, and
level landings at the top and bottom of each segment and where a ramp changes direction.
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Functional Needs Focused Care and Shelter Checklist
No

Yes

In Process & Comments

Item
Shelter manager designates a Functional Needs Coordinator to help oversee the items
detailed on this checklist.

Layout/Set Up
Obtain accessible portable bathrooms, hand-washing and showers, when needed, to
add to what is available to provide access when none or there are not enough.
□ When portable toilets and showers are provided, at least one unit must have
accessible features located on an accessible route connecting it with the shelter.
□ Entrance to an accessible portable toilet must have either no step, or a ramp
installed that extends from the hinge side of the door to at least 18 inches beyond
the latch side of the door.*
o Accessible portable toilets should have similar features to a standard
accessible toilet stall including an accessible door, side and rear grab bar,
clear space next to the toilet, and maneuvering space.*
When portable toilets and showers are provided, at least one unit must have accessible
features located on an accessible route connecting it with the shelter.
Where multiple single user portable toilet or bathing units are clustered at a single
location, at least 5 percent of the toilet units and bathing units at each cluster should be
accessible.
Post signs to indicate the location of accessible rest rooms and telephones.
Post signs where an accessible route is different from the route used by most evacuees,
signs will be needed at key decision points to direct individuals with disabilities to the
various activity areas.
Post signs indication the locations of outside smoking areas. Make sure these locations
are a significant distance from any shelter entrance, exits, windows, telephones,
bathrooms or air intake vents.
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No

Yes

In Process & Comments

Item
Provide back-up power supply when the electrical service is interrupted.
Separate sleeping areas for families with children and the elderly and other unique
situations.
Offer to locate residents with mobility limitations (along with their friends, family units and
personal assistants) near unobstructed areas and accessible routes where they can
easily get to bathrooms, dining areas and exits.
Place accessible cots in several sections of the sleeping area so that individuals who
need them such as use a wheelchair, scooter, or other mobility aid user will be able to
sleep near their family or other companions. See Note 4
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No

Yes

In Process & Comments

Item
An accessible route is needed to provide access to each accessible cot and a clear
space of at least 36 inches wide is needed along the side of the cot to make it possible to
transfer between the mobility device and the cot. A preferred location for accessible cots
is to have one side against a wall. This helps to stabilize the cot and the wall can act as a
backrest when the person sits up on the cot.* See Note 4
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No

Yes

In Process & Comments

Item
Set up private areas, when possible, for:
□ Personal hygiene needs like
o Catheter care
o Hygiene, bowel or bladder care
□ People with asthma, chemical sensitivities or allergies, weakened
immune systems (for example, people with AIDS, diabetes or those
undergoing chemotherapy, etc.
□ Intake, disaster assistance and social services counseling
□ Child care: space for children to play away from other residents or while
residents work with recovery assistance programs
□ Residents who for safety or health reason cannot be near service
animals
□ Residents needing close supervision or monitoring by a family member
or attendant, this includes people with significant mental limitations,
autism, confusion, and Alzheimer’s.
If private rooms are not available use tenting, fabric, plastic sheets, etc.
Arrange space so that people can move freely within the building.
Ensure that the canteen and feeding area are accessible.
Place a table with paper cups adjacent to any inaccessible water fountains.

Registration / Assessment
Use line management to help residents unable to stand in long lines. Create a shorter
line or allow these people the opportunity to go first.
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No

Yes

In Process & Comments

Item
Give priority access to shelters with electricity to individuals who require power to
maintain or operate life-sustaining medical devices, motorized wheelchairs, and for
preservation of certain medications, such as insulin requiring refrigeration.
Set up the registration area to include a private area, when possible, and use as needed.
Use “Initial Intake Assessment Tool (IIAT)” to identify essential unmet functional needs.
This includes a series of questions to ask incoming evacuees that helps to determine if
there are any unmet essential functional needs that need attention to help people
maintain their health, safety, emotional stability mobility and successfully manage in
mass shelters and other temporary housing options. (See Appendix A).

Independence and Health Issues
Track and address feeding, essential medications, DME, CMS, and personal assistant
needs of people with disabilities who, due to the need for increased accessibility, are
sheltered in hotels.
Permit entrance and exit 24 hours a day by personal attendants even if they are not
registered residents at the shelter.
Check all public areas at least three times per day to insure walkways and other features
are clear of barriers and obstacles (cords, boxes, trash, etc.)
□ Tape all extension cords and cables down to avoid tripping hazards.
Put a process in place to meet requests for essential medications, durable medical
equipment (DME) and consumable medical supplies (CMS).
Permit entrance and exit, 24 hours per day, by personal care attendants even if they are
not registered residents at the shelter.
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No

Yes

In Process & Comments

Item
Provide resources for keeping essential medications cold.
Work as partners with community based organizations and Functional Assessment
Service Teams (FAST) to identify and meet the essential needs of at-risk populations.
Accommodate service and companion animals that accompany residents.
□ Ensure that people with disabilities using service animals or emotional
support animals are not separated from them, even if pets are normally
prohibited in shelters.
□ Create and offer space closer to exits for these residents so they can easily
take their animals outside as needed.
Encourage residents, when possible, to keep their valuables (such as stock certificates,
money, jewelry, iPods, laptops, etc.) in a safe location outside of the shelter setting.
□ Remind people to avoid leaving valuable items (mobility aids, hearings aids,
communication devices, etc.) unattended, as things can disappear in
shelters.

Communication Access
Use multiple ways to communicate (verbally, in writing, signs, etc.) so that everyone can
get important information such as shelter services, phone numbers, location and hours of
operation of assistance centers and other resources.
□ Update this information throughout the day.
Make audio announcements available visually by posting contents of announcements on
an information board in specified shelter areas as well as in languages used by all
residents.
Create clearly designated areas in shelters where oral announcements are visually
posted or projected.
Announce all posted information.
Make qualified sign language interpreters (or video remote interpreting VRI) available at
designated times. See Note 5
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No

Yes

In Process & Comments

Item
Remind the media to include the interpreter in the camera frame, when qualified sign
language interpreters are present during press conferences. This allows TV viewers who
also rely on interpreters to access the information.

Use phone-based interpreter services and Telecommunications Relay Services for those
with hearing loss, speech disabilities, and for people, who do not speak English, use over
the phone interpretation services when language interpreters are not available but phone
service is. See Note 6
Remind the suppliers, when emergency telephone trailers or communication equipment
are made available, to ensure the equipment is accessible to wheelchair users, TTY
users, e-mail users and people using a variety of wireless devices.
Turn captions on for all televisions used by the public.
Read, on request, printed information to people who cannot read.
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Notes:
Note 1 - Wheelchair accessible buses and vans are needed to transport people who use wheelchairs, scooters, or other mobility aids.
Note 2 - Re-stripe parking spaces using tape in order to add more accessible spaces. (If the facility does not have adequate accessible
parking spaces to accommodate the number of participants expected, then spaces can be temporarily marked with tape to designate
the wider parking space size and temporary signs can be posted. In addition, temporary accessible parking spaces can be designated
on streets or where parallel parking exists, as long as there is a driveway or curb cut which allows a person with a disability to exit on
the street side and get up the curb.)*
Note 3 - Back-up power is needed to provide refrigeration of medicines, operation of supplemental oxygen and breathing devices, and
for charging the batteries of power wheelchairs and scooters. Individuals whose medications (certain types of insulin, for example)
require refrigeration need to know if a shelter provides supplemental power for refrigerators or ice-packed coolers. Individuals who use
support systems, such as supplemental oxygen, or who require periodic breathing treatments using powered devices rely on a stable
source of electricity. These individuals must have access to electric power from a generator or other source of electricity while at a
shelter.

Note 4 - Accessible cots are designed for easier transfer from a wheelchair and are generally easier
to access for people with mobility limitations. These cots are typically higher, wider (approximately
32" W x 84" L x 18" H) and have a higher weight capacities (450 pounds and above) than standard
cots. There are several different versions available with a variety of different features.

Note 5 - Qualified Interpreter -An individual who interprets effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively and expressively,
between American Sign Language and spoken English. Preferably has certification from the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf.
Videophone Remote Interpreting is a system that uses a sign language interpreter at a call center to interpret between sign language
users and non-sign language users through video-conferencing equipment. the hearing and deaf parties can be present in the same
room.
Note 6 - Telecommunications Relay Services (TRS) use operators to facilitate telephone calls between people with hearing and speech
disabilities and other individuals. Relay services allow individuals who use TTYs to communicate by telephone with people who use
voice telephones. A third person, called a communications assistant, reads what the TTY user types to the voice telephone user and
types what the voice telephone user says to the TTY user. When you call someone using TRS, use a TTY, or dial 711 on your
telephone, and you will automatically be connected to a TRS operator.
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Speech-to-Speech Relay Service – is a form of Relay Services that provide Communications Assistants (CAs) for people with
speech disabilities, including those who use speech generating devices, who have difficulty being understood on the phone. CAs
have strong language recognition skills and are trained individuals familiar with many different speech patterns. The CA makes
the call and repeats the words exactly.
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